
WRITING A BASIC BIBLIOGRAPHY SAMPLE

How to write a bibliography. Includes bibliography formatting guidelines ( including APA & MLA styles) plus examples.

The entire page should be double-spaced. You can use the Science Buddies Bibliography Worksheet to help
you. Vanvitelli, Luigi, and Nicola Salvi. Title of Book: Subtitle of Book. Magazine, newspaper, and newsletter
articles require the year and the exact date month or month and day. Washington, DC: National Geographic, 
Other contributors names and roles , Version,. Sangster and Scataglinibelghitar, "Luca Pacioli,"  New York:
St. Also, consider the value each source provides to you: Is the information helpful for your particular
assignment? Bibliography for Online Resources When you are citing an online source, do your best to include
the following: the author, the title of the article or page, the web address or URL in italics , and the date of
publication. Sullivan, Louis. The Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants. The American Psychological Association
is also not associated with this guide, and they do not have required or recommended guidelines or
specifications for creating an annotated bibliography. Even though The American Psychological Association
does not support the creation of bibliographies that include annotations, many schools and professors expect
their students to include summaries or commentary alongside their citations in APA style. House Committee
on Foreign Affairs. IBM,  If a source has more than one author, alphabetize using the first one. Each time you
use some information from a source, you will need to cite the source that it came from. In all, he examines
over thirty devices, dissecting notable passages and phrases from pop music, the plays of William
Shakespeare, the Bible, and more to explore the figures of rhetoric at work within each of them. If you are
including a prefatory section, it should reside between the page title and the initial entry.


